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Clay [Crawford].   I assured them that there was no danger that an election would not be made by others and that if the friends of Mr. Crawford stood  aloof from the intrigues which  such  a contest would produce unavoidably they would form a nucleus around whicl the old Kepublicans of the Union might rally if the new Administration did not act upon their principles as we apprehended would be the case.    They resolved with perfect unanimity to pursue tha; course, and I do not believe that a single individual of our numbe: ever thought of departing from it: certainly not one did so depart Judge Hammond was therefore misinformed in regard to their in tention to vote in any event for Mr. Adams.1
On one occasion Francis Johnson, of Kentucky, a prominent suj porter of Mr. Clay, called, by appointment, upon Mr. McLane an myself, and in a, long conversation endeavoured to prevail upon us t unite with the friends of Mr. Clay in making Mr. Adams Presiden Finding us unyielding, and standing with his hand on the door I said that with our aid that result could be easily realized and that 1 was not absolutely certain but thought that they could accomplis it without our assistance.   I stepped to the door and said " I thir that very possible, but, Mr. Johnson, I beg you to remember wh; I now say to you—if you do so you sign Mr. Clay's political deal warrant.   He will never become President be your motives as pu: as you claim them to be."   He was a light hearted man and not a to take anything gravely, but replied with a sensibility unusual him that I might be right, but yet that he believed they would it and trust to the purity of their intentions for their justificati( The friends of Crawford lacked but one of being half of the N> York delegation, so that the diversion of a single vote from 1 Adams would produce a tie.    Gen. Van Kensselaer was, throu his first wife, a brother-in-law to Gen. Hamilton, and had, at early age, imbibed his dislike to the Adamses.   He at no time tertained the idea of voting for Mr. Adams and communicated views to me at an early period and without reserve.   On the morn of the Election he came to my room and told me he had some thou of voting for Gen. Jackson, and asked me whether it would make difference in the general result, adding that as he had uniformly \ me that he intended to vote for Crawford he did not think it prc to change his determination without letting me know it.   I told that as his vote could not benefit Mr. Crawford it was of no portance to us whether it was given to him or to Gen. Jackson, submitted whether, as his intention was known to others as we! myself, there was an adequate motive for subjecting himself tc imputation of fickleness of purpose by a change which would
1 Hammond, Political History of New York, II, 177.

